INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
PLASMAGLOW FX-4500 STROBE LIGHTS
WARNING – DO NOT TOUCH THE STROBE BULBS WITH YOUR BARE HANDS. THE
OIL ON YOUR SKIN WILL DAMAGE THE BULB AND CAUSE IT TO FAIL
BEFORE INSTALLATION:
Before connecting to power source and pressing POWER ON, please MAKE SURE to get everything connected (the control box and
bulbs). Otherwise, the control box may be damaged due to high voltage.
Features:
4 different flashing patterns
Multi-Function control box lets you control strobe faster or slower
8 colored caps let you change the color of the lamps quickly and easily
Easy to control from inside your vehicle
Super bright
Long-lasting
Simple to install
Color Options: red, yellow, blue and white
Number of bulbs: 4
Number of caps: 8
For use in DC-12V vehicles only
Bulb cable length: 95cm
Control box cable length: 65cm
Control box dimensions: 11.6 x 8 x 4.3cm
4 Decorative Flashing Patterns:
Light A flashes 3 times then light B flashes 3 times. Repeats continuously
Light A flashes once then light B flashes once. Repeats continuously
Lights A and B flash once at the same time. Repeats continuously
Lights A and B flash at the same time for 3 times before pausing then continuing
Suitable for:
All types of vehicle, especially for warning and other special purposes, such as ambulance, clean-the-way; also for motorcycles.
Package Includes:
4 X Strobe Lights
1 X Controller
8 X Color Covers
Precautions for installation:
The control box needs to be mounted in an area safe from water, generally inside the vehicle.
Installation:
1. Remove head light / tail light housing, drill a 11/16 in (0.6875 in) hole, push strobe head in the hole, until tight fit.
2. Connect the plug into the control box.
3. Repeat all four lights.
4. Connect the control box Red wire to car battery power supply, black wire to ground.
5. Replace head light housing back, finish installation.

